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Laying The 
Foundation Of Islamic 
Science 
The image of the scientist as a lonely hermit in pursuit of the 
"Truth" is now dangerously obsolete. The subjective and ideologic-
al nature of science has been exposed from the perspectives of a 
number of disciplines - sociology, anthropology, biology, episte-
mology and philosophy. The time is now ripe for an alternative 
science to emerge and dethrone the dominant Western system of 
knowledge. Islamic science is emerging as the only universally 
viable option, writes Munawar Ahmad Anees. 
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ON the surface it looks very pe 1 ing. It seems that in Jess th rp ex. 
decade, Islamic science has ap~re: 
fmm nowhere and become an intel) 
tual ··movement" which is now gai cc-
rapid momentum. For the vast mamng 
. f h I d . · JOr-1ty o sc o ars an sc1ent1sts who ha 
gained their intellectual awareness i ve 
world dominated by western scie~C: 
and technology, the whole debate 
appears truly vexing. Science , they 
think, is an objective, value-free enter-
prise, it is universal and has nothing to 
do with cultures and values: so what is 
this talk of "Islamic science"; what has 
Islam , a religion, to do with science? 
A scientist may be a Muslim or a 
Buddhist , a Chinese or an American 
but his religion or nationality does not 
affect his science which is judged by 
external, universal, criteria . 

This view of science, known in the 
philosophy of science circles as the 
"heroic image" of science, has evolved 
over the last two hundred years. It 
gave newly-discovered confidence dur-
ing the industrial revolution and pro-
vided the momentum for the "enlight-
enment", the eighteenth century intel-
lectual movement that championed 
reason and laid the foundation of 
contemporary western civilization. It 
gradually crystalized in what came to 
be known as Scientism. There seems 
to be an historical analogy of the 
progress of western thought on these 
lines . That is of separation of church 
and state that took place in the early 
history of Christian west. In a sense , 
the evolution of western scientific 
thought as it occurred over the last 
two centuries was an inevitable result 
of this separatism in which church and 
state have operated in perpetual con-
flict. 

With the decline of papal control 
over acquisition and generation of 
"profane" knowledge , and the in-
famous inquisition claiming lesser and 
lesser victims, the western knowledge 
industry started gaining momentum. 
Nourished by hundreds of years of 
intellectual heritage of Muslims that 
was transmitted to the West (often in 
wholly plagiarised forms) through the 
Latin translations of Muslim masters, 
the "discourse" became an end in 
itself for the western scholar. This 
coincided with the demise of Muslim 
political (as well as intellectual) pow-
er. New territorial gains , the attendent 
economic benefits and an all-pervasive 
pride in the west served very well as 
raw material for an over-powenng, 
dominating world-view. 

Science, its methodology, and tech-
nology as the final product came to be 
in the forefront of this world-view· 
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d·gm built around the 
Para 1 . •- was a . 1 ss Power of science , 

-0,1> 1im1t e · f h . e111inglY limited capacity o t e 
se d an un_ ment to sustain any an nviron I . . 

10ral e . • ries and exp 01tat1on , 
na .. t,er of IOJtU by science and its 
nU1" aboU 1 • 
brought roducts. Environmenta 1m-
,,aried P h manifesting themselves 
pacts, wh~t :nflicts , rising unempl~y-
as cuttura d by automation , social cause -1-111ent . in a robotic m1 _ieu , or 
atienano; levels of carcinogenic subst-
increas:e h man food or the presence 
ances 10 ~ic and mutagenic materials 
of ter3t~; in mother's milk , were 
like D gtected in the hot pursuit of 
roSSIY ne . 

g . ective science . 
obtbe regulation of research and de-

I ment in science and technology 
ve op · d b b' h Id not be came out y 1s ops 
coud ministers from the pulpits. It had 
an 1· · I d 

e too far . Neither was po 1t1ca an 
gon 'bl . h' th conomic control J>OSSI e wit m e 
;urview of Church for it~ political fat_e 
was sealed with the nation-state poli-
tics and its economics fluctuated with 
strategic defence policies. 

The worst was yet to come. Science 
was to become the greatest fallacy 
perpetuated by the very people who 
have relegated "religion" as an unreli-
able source for the "logos" and 
adopted the verifiable and empirical 
path to discourse . These people made 
a demi-god out of science , with tech-
nology as its living miracle . The 
oft-heard attributes of this demi-god 
were:. neutrality , objectivity and 
empmcal reality . It was presented as a 
panacea for all human ills , its philoso-
phy as ps~chotherapy for the alleged 
aberratmn~ mduced by religious belief. 
The sc1ent1f1c establishment hurriedly 
ere t d ' a e numerous ivory towers to 
promote itself as a state within a state , 
dwuh a blatant elitism. It created the 
!Clum .. bl" 
I pu 1sh or perish" without c early-d f ' a e med methodological 
PProaches or a f . . 1 evatuatio . system o cnttca 

'l'1. •0 of mtellectual products . 
•ue buth of I · disench eco og1cal awareness, 

lures eant~ent from technocratic cul-
, nsumg ene · · alternative rt rgy cns1s, search for 

terns for h I e-styles, growing con-
dwindtin uman health and safety , 
and dev!t suppart for elitist research 
dually st opment all slowly but gra-
f arted d' . 0 Scienf ismanthng the dinosaur 

SCience st~~~- The heroic image of 
10 this 1 . shattered . As a last ditch 
estabtishrnosmg battle , the scientific 
ted . ent attem d Uctionism pte to promote 

that could be exploited for th 
Th. d e pur-

P?se. is ata came from physics and 
b10logy , throwing light on the fun-
damental nature of matter and its life 
forms . The recipe for reductionism 
could . now be prepared: all matter 
composes of atomic and subatomic 
particles: _and biological configuration 
of all hvmg matter is to be found 
encoded in the molecular structure of 
DNA . That being the case life and its 
varied attributes were th~ught to be 
prone to a purely biophysical analysis. 
It was _argue~ that life was nothing but 
a n:iamfestatton of molecular interplay. 
This thought pattern was com-
plemented by evolutionary philosophy. 
When these two ingredients were 
combined they led to speculation on 
the vital subject of human proximity 

gat~d under conditions that deprived it 
of its ~esthetics or any other attribute 
that ~1d not fit into the biophysical 
domam. Evolutionary reductionism 
sought to present a world that was 
overwhelmingly animalistic in its na-
ture and mechanistic in its behaviour . 

to other primates. For a reductionist 
the difference between an animal and 
a human being was only the name of a 
variation in the arrangement of four 
bases along the helical strands of 
DNA. Experiments involving hybri-
dization of human and animal DNA 
provided "proofs" of the degree of 
proximity that existed between the two 
species. 

Animal experimentation and- subse-
quent extrapolation of test data to 
human beings has been a standard 
scientific practice . In fact , it dates 
back to the medieval period when 
anatomical exploration of human 
bodies was a sort of taboo . However, 
evolutionary reductionism gave it a 
new spur. Already, evolutionary 
theory had provided the organic con-
nection and reductionism could now 
be . invoked to substantiate the bioph-
ysical continuity. Experimental re-
search, therefore , sacrificed thousands 
of laboratory animals of variouys spe-
cies at the altar of scientific objectiv-
ity . The mass use of experimental 
animals in biological weapons research 
and many other areas continues even 
to this date . 

Tl_le justification for biophysical c~m-
tinuity , cruelty to experimental _anim-
als , and the glorified evolutt_onary 
reductionism were now merged mto a 
worldview, the dominant appro~ch to 
the natural phenomena. Evolutionary 
theory's paradigm of biophysic~! con-
tinuity provided the raw matenal for 
the reductionist worldview that so_u~ht 
to explain and re~ulate . all hvmg 
activity in terms of biophysical l~ws: It 
was a worldview whose actualization 

Most of the paradigms and metho-
dological approaches developed by 
western science symolize the main 
currents of evolutionary reductionism. 
The impact of doing science under 
these conditions was obviously horri-
ble . We are still suffering and continue 
to do so as a sequel to this torture that 
was legalized by scientific objectivity . 
Reductionism went deeper and deeper 
into the biophysical abstractions , neg-
lecting a host of human problems and 
generating a new philosophy that 
aimed at turning living beings into 
soul-less and sense-less robots whose 
existential strategies required only the 
right chemistry . 

In a sense , evolutionary reduction-
ism was a corollary of the scientific 
pursuit of objectivity. It can be argued 
that having shunned the door of 
revealed knowledge (by way of prQC-
laiming that God is dead) , science 
became the only prized medium for 
"knowing" . It was deemed fit that 
tacit knowledge or any other variants 
must be discarded in favour of the 
linear growth of knowledge . Hence, 
clinical objectivity became an integral 
part of this process of knowing. As an 
intellectual exercise , it may be per-
missible or even desirable . What 
makes it repugnant is its encroachment 
upon the cherished human- values , its 
insistence on being the only way to 
objective truth and massive attempts 
for its imposition on a given socio-
cultural unit . It represents a classical 
example of intellectual hypocrisy : how 
could a system of knowing become a 
knowledgeable entity when its own 
strategy of knowing excludes other 
criteria. The epistemological fallacy 
thus becomes clear: objective science 
and its adopted progeny , evolutionary 
reductionism, present a truncated view 
of nature . The formula blended in the 
heroic image of science is that of 
torture towards nature and animaliza-
_tion of living beings. 

. l'o begin a~ a trump card. 
tionisrn as a ~ th, prospects of reduc-
~ent aPPea vdiable philosophical argu-
tcs retobb'h . 

I at two e ng t . D1scover-

was rooted in cruelty and torture to 
experimental animals. It echoed Fran-
cis Bacon's dictum that nature reveals 
its secrets under torture . Natural phe-
nomenon , for the reductionist_ wor~-
dview , therefore , was to be mvest1-

The reductionist philosophy sought 
certain ends . Powered by neutral, 
objective and impartial (all self-
proclaimed) science, it was a search 
for operationalizing a worldview. It 
adopted any means, whether it was 
the purported billion dollar research 
and development strategy , unres-
trained sacrifice of experimental anim-
als or the pursuit of science for the 
sake of science , to achieve those ends . SJlectrurn had ends of the research 

generated a mass of data 
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But it has failed . Its f<)ilure is char-
acterised not only by its end products 
but through its own methodological 
strategies, self-contradictions, episte-
mological fallacies . 

The pursuit of reductionism goes 
on. The expenditure on objective and 
impartial research far exceeds that on 
an equivalent peace-time activity. 
Nevertheless , this one-sided quest for 
truth and rationality has yielded no-
thing substantial. Under the prevailing 
circumstances, one is tempted to ask 
what sanity is there for introducing yet 
another brand of science. Science, or 
more properly western science, has 
created enough ideological , physical as 
well as psychological dislocations. 
What rationale is, therefore, for a 
science under a new garb? Will a mere 
change in name undo the harm that 
has already been done? 

The foregoing overview of the 
theory and practice of western science 
has provided some insights into the 
nature of scientific pursuits in the 
west. The picture that emerges is that 
western science is not an academic 
discipline; it is an ideology. Its pro-
ducts , technological devices, are em-
ployed to infuse and inculcate a 
self-perpetuating system that is built 
on metaphysical assumptions and ab-
stractions about the nature of natural 
phenomena as well as human being. It 
is destructive and wasteful, unmindful 
of its consequential growth and brutal 
in its practice. It is exploitative for it 
employs any means possible without a 
hint of either hindsight or foresight. It 
is not universally verifiable for its 
self-imposed empirical limitations put 
it outside the pale of a unified system 
of knowledge. It is subjective rather 
than objective since it is coloured with 
the social, cultural, and historical 
values of the society in which it is 
manufactured and distributed. 

The criticism of western science is 
no more an isolated activity. No more 
it is attributed to acts of assorted 
individuals who could be silenced by 
the scientific establishment for the 
sake of objective knowledge. The 
devastating critique of science has 
grown from within itself. Even· if the 
socio-cultural criticism of science and 
technology, discernible through the 
agenda of a host of alternative move-
ments is to be discounted, there is an 
ever-increasing number of working 
scientists and philosophers who have 
been strongly prompted to re-assess 
their own standing while the edifice of 
the heroic science is demolished in 
front of their eyes. There is a growing 
realization that the artificial bound-
aries manufactured in the holy name 
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of science must be removed, abstrac-
tions that have little or no relevance to 
the real-life situations ought to be 
overcome. 

It is interesting to see that the 
emerging criticism of science is gener-
ating a number of new perspectives. 
The image of the dispassionate, objec-
tive and impartial scientist is no more 
in vogue. For example, Spiegel-Rosing 
argues that dogmatic behaviour, rather 
than objective considerations, are 
dominant in the scientific establish-
ment. For quite some time , the scien-
tific establishment has tried to make 
us believe that the road to innovation 
lies through scientific discourse. 
Spiegel-Rosing forcefully rejects this 
claim and goes on to argue that it, in 
essence, "scientific objectivity" is re-
sistance to innovation for it is an 
ossified process which is resistant to 
change. Furthermore, she shows how 
emotional hang-ups, preconceptions as 
well as frustrations and stresses of the 
working scientists shape the course of 
discovery and introduce a number of 
artefacts in the manufacture of the 
allegedly objective science ("The 
Study of Science, Technology and 
Society (SSTS): Recent Trends and 
Future Challenges", IN: Science, Tech-
nology and Society A Cross-
Disciplinary Perspective, London, Sage 
Publications, 1977, pp20ff) . 

The challenge to scientific establish-
ment is posed not only from critical 
philosophy but a number of academic 
disciplines as well. Consider, for inst-
~nce,. the extensive anthropological 
mvest1gal1on of the so-called labora-
tory culture brilliantly done by Karin 
D Knorr-Cetina. It is now well recog-

The tranaformatlon: lbn Sina In Arabic 
and Latin versions; his science wu 
tranaformed too 
nised that scientific enquiry is con-
structive rather than descriptive. 
Knorr-Cetina has rightly explicated 
this constructivity in relation 10 
"decision-laden character of know-
ledge production", (The Manufacture 
of Knowledge: An Essay on the Con-
structivist and Contextual Nature of 
Science, Oxford, Pergamon Press, 
1981). She describes contextual con-
-tingency as an inherent factor in 
scientific methodology. It is obviously 
the context and the context alone that 
serves as the orbit of scientific re-
search and development. 

Some of the more relevant and 
meaningful insights gained through the 
above study provide a sort of graphic 
picture of the western knowledge 
industry. It can be seen that the logic 
of research is opportunistic; it brings 
about a transformation so as to re-
orient the context and in so doing, the 
reality or the objectivity for which so 
much was put at stake, is lost. In 
other words, the proclaimed objecli~-
ity is cast in a self-serving mould in 
which the perpetuation of organiza-
tional status and socio-economic 
monopolies take precedence over im-
partial discourse. Knorr-Cetina shows 
that in the course of publication a 
scientific paper invariably goes through 
a process of conversion, or rather 
perversion - what finally appears as 
one of the end-products of labora_ro7 
labour leaves much of its obJec11v1 Y 
behind. f 

The cross-disciplinary critique 0
. 

western science appears to be endlessf 
an entire inter-disciplinaf)'. modt -:s 
inquiry examining the vanous c 31 e 
of science has now reached a matur 
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,i e xa mple . Dav id Bloor . 

. 1,11us- h ·il• ncc as a socia l phe-s' . W' ........ . 
whO vie dcni,i lishes the ivory towe rs 
n0rnen°0 · 1 , dissecting 11 through the · nee J ' · · I · · of sc1e ·ir ;umcnts of a soc1a critic . 
piercing k !! entitled Kno wledge and 
f-( is wo

1
r , ,,-v (Londo n . Ro utledge · / m~c . Socia w, ·in Paul. 1976 . 156pp) 1s a 

and l(e 
1
.g;y on the socio_logy of know-

rnrn~ d f - . - d h. co . hilosophy ? science an p ~-
ledS\ P of the social sciences . Bloo r s 
los0P Y_ tint " these boundaries con-nten11 on ' . . co · t keep some thmgs we ll h1d-
inv~. ~eveals a lot about how the 
den c' bricated structural parameters 
Pre- a .f. d . rve as .obstacles to a _ um 1e ep1ste-
se I gical approach . This 1s also analo-
mo o b K C . us to remarks y norr- etma on 
~ie virtual absence of non-local uni-
versality in manufactured knowledge . 

Bloor rejects the thesis that all 
knowledge is fallible and conjectural 
as he regards this approach as an 
extreme form of philosophical relativ-
ism. Science , according to Bloor, is a 
thought pattern that is not in need of 
a metaphysical sanction nor is there an 
inevitability of Truth other than con-
jectural. He strongly defends the case 
of sociology of knowledge against 
accusation of relativism by emphatical-
ly denying the impossibility of objec-
tive knowledge but insisting that a 
sociological theory of objectivity is as 
valid as the relativity of objective 
knowledge . And that the latter must 
ncit be immune from a sociological or 
philosophical criticism. 
. With the western science and its 
institutions discredited both from its 
own epistemic landscape and the real-
hfe situation , what ai-e the chances of 
inculcating an alternative ideology of 
sci_e

1
nce that is viable under the pre-

va1 mg ·t -
1 si uatton? Or should we 

fa together write science off? What 
uture is th · h ere for human society that 

a:~un~v~~ved _such a complex web 
wester e_ philosophy and practice of 
alternant_ science? Should the call for 

1ve sc1e b reactio nee e understood as a 
. nary moveme t b b d d anti-establish n , e ran e _ as 

servative ment, condemned as con-
bed as a ro~- fun?amentalist and snub-
.lb _a_ teal ideology?. 
- e cnttcal Science b _assessment of western 

clearly i ~ -soc10togists of knowledge 
Western n •~ates that dismantling of 
de · science p . . s1rabte er se 1s neither 
~and, its i~~r beneficial. On the other 
hon1srn au erent arrogance and isola-
~Volutiona~mented by notions such as 
trnprovern reductionism make any 
~rrective e;is rather impossible . The 
dedge industsk from inside the know-
~rnands thJ ;nay never come. Sanity 

taken irnrn h~ corrective acts must 
. ediately, aimed at mea-
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Artlflclal hearts for few or food for all? 
The priorities of Western and Islamic 
science are diametrically opposite 

sures that would generate a system of 
science and technology that is organi-
cally linked to rest of the creatures on 
earth, whose pursuits are governed by 
ethics and not greed, that is subject to 
normative guideline and not a totalita-
rian ideology. An alternative science 
operating within an objective 
framework but constraint by consid-
eration of values and cultural and 
social needs is not a utopian dream 
but a dictate of our time . 

Islamic Science appears to offer an 
alternative avenue. Over the last two 
decades, it has assumed a growing 
momentum in Muslim intellectual cir-
cles and our task is to assess its 
suitability as· a viable option at this 
critical juncture in the history of 
weste rn science. Is it really a science? 
Can it effectively replace western 
science? In what respect the -so-called 
Islamic Science differs from the con-
temporary science? What ar~ its epis-
temological and methodological pecu-
liarities that make it distinct from 
science as it is practised today. 

Arguably the mos~ able _attempt to 
introduce Islamic Science m the En-
glish language w~ . that . of ~eyyed 
Hossein Nasr. Begmmg with his d~-
toral thesis, An Introduction to Jsl~m1c 
Cosmological Doctrines (Cambndge 
(Mass.),. Harvard University P!ess, 
1964) Nasr heralded_ a !efresbingly 
novel image of IslaffilC Science. Hav-

I • 
I 
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ing demolished the arguments fo r 
considering modern science as value 
free in his The Encounter of man and 
Nature, The Spiritual Crisis of Modern 
Man (London, Allen and Unwin , 
1968), Nasr proceeded to build an 
image of science as it dev....toped in 
Muslim society. He demonstrated how 
the value structure of Islam led to the 
emergence of a distinctly Muslim sci-
ence. In book after book Nasr began 
to demonstrate the veracity of this 
proposition . See his Three Muslim 
Sages (Cambridge , Harvard Univrsity 
Press, 1964; Science and -Civilization in 
Islam (Cambridge , Harvard University 
Press, 1968); and Islamic Science, An 
Illustrated Study (World of Islam Fes-
tival Trust, London, 1976). 

Nasr, however, due to his deep 
attachment to Sufism, his equation of 
all religions as one, and his ready 
acceptance of Greek thought and 
hellenic imagary, presented a too 
utopian-pictorial image of Islamic Sci-
ence . This seriously limited his audi-
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I ISLAMIC SCIENCE 
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The va"-8 of Islam provided a ~I 
fra.-k for Muallm to work 
within. In a matter of the bulk of 
the Greek and Roman learnlng -

and For 
five hundnKI yaars Muallm led 
the -111. We - now wnr-tng • 
..--tlon of thla heritage. 

ence in the Muslim world and amongst 
interested westerners. Nevertheless, 
Nasr's works at least brought the vast 
reservoir of work of Muslim scientists 
and their philosophy and methodology 
of operation to the forefront of mod-
em knowledge. Western scholarship 
on the subject of Islamic Science, on 
the other hand, can be summed up by 
a mixed reactions of hatred and 
prejudice. For the western historians 
of science, the thing called Islamic 
Science was a non-entity . As a blatant 
example of intellectual dishonesty, 
Islamic Science was completely 
ignored from history books. A run of 
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the mill account always made a flight 
across thousand years by linking west-
ern science with the Greek heritage 
and keeping Islamic Science as an 
outcast. 

Suddenly, during the last five years 
or so, otherwise prestigious western 
science weeklies such · as Nature and 
New Scientist started carrying cover 
stories about Islamic Science and the 

renaissance of science in the Muslim 
lands. Hardly anyone self-respecting 
Muslim intellectual or scientist could 
have failed to raise an eyebrow or two 
on this phenomenal coverage of a 
neglected subject. For this author, it 
was the real birth-hour of Islamic 
Science as we understand it today and 
as its contemporary understanding is 
being shaped. Nature and New Scien-
tist cover stories, when looked into, 
showed that these pieces did not come 
out as some sort of exotic descriptions 
of the things past. These essays were 
written with a thorough understandmg 
of the western paradigms, augmented 
by an historical consciousness of both 
the East and the West, and they 
presented very powerful and cogent 
arguments for the necessity l!"d con· 
temporary realisation of Islanuc Scien-
ce. . 

The genesis of these lead stones, 
and a number of other related essays 
published in leading contemporary 
journals could be seen in two maior 
works by Ziauddin Sardar • His first 
book entitled Science, Technology~ 
Development in the Muslun )W did 
(London, Croom Helm, l'l'T1 of 
much to shape the ~m~ging fa: the 
Islamic Science. Beginrung wit 
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explication <:>f Islamic epistemology, 
Sardar examined the status of science :d . technology in the · context of 

uslim world and concluded that 
aping the west was not the right thing 
to ~- Apart from socio-cultural dis-
~~ons brought about by unmindful 
was i:~-technolo_gy, western science 
gy that ex:~ : ~en political ideolo-
gy as toots 0 f SCtence and technolo-
argu111ent :as tyr~y • Effectively, an 
derived its bemg advanced that 
Value-laden s~:ngth from a moral and 
~tegrate sci ru~re and sought to 
View. ence 1D a larger world-

Sardar's seco 
~IIS/i,n Civil" n~ Work, The Future of 
ctm, 1979) isatton (London , Croom 

: _agenda fo;:eai;.. att~mpt to present 
Vilisationa1 ushm world, on a 

status in th scale, to re-assess its 
:liked thee f~;te~porary world. He 
Pre~ bolster the P~de by those 
eons'r the spatial . st?nc image and 
~ct a Vision illusion and tried to 

be . . and other of the ~ture. 
of~IIIng to ere emerging works are 
,... latn.ic Sci ate a cohesive picture 
'""llso ence It · llli 0ance With · 1s at once in 
Co~t;alues and t~he fundamental Isla-

111Porary • e many demands of s1tuati . . 
1 ons. It 1s neither 
llqu;ry N 
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oblivious of the past nor utopic of the 
times ahead. The primary question 
raised at the beginning of the present 
discourse as to what a religion has got 
to do with science is now begining to 
be answered. 

The crux of the argument for an 
Islamic Science is that the western 
science has failed, has not and cannot 
fulfil the needs and requirements of 
Muslim society, and , as such, it cannot 
take social and cultural roots in an 
Islamic society; reductionism is 
doomed to an academic suicide ; phi-
losophy has not taken epistemology 
towards a clearer vision of reality; 
manufactured knowledge is subser-
vient to political control and economic 
exigencies; the means by which science 
is done are exploitative and unethical ; 
and the end products of science are 
employed as tools of tyranny and 
devastation. If this mode of scientific 
thinking and practice can be changed 
only then science can work for human 
betterment. In this respect, Sardar 
presents a highly significant departure 
from the now-familiar Muslim writings 
on the subject. First of all , unlike 
Nasr, he is neither phobic of western 
materialism nor apologetic like many 
others. Neither is he towing the line of 

condemnation of west and accusing it 
of decadence and moral degeneration. 
In writing The Future .... , lie utilizes 
some of the western analytical as well 
as synthetic approaches that would go 
a long way in streamlining the Muslim 
affairs. He proposes a complete regen-
eration of Muslim civilisational pattern 
that would resuscitate the Ummah and 
lead it towards a better future . 

Muslim scientists argue that the 
epistemology and methodology of a 
knowledge system must rest on endur-
ing human values and not any other 
transient factors . Similarly, the charac-
terization of science that is based on a 
given knowledge group, is rejected . 
Hence , there cannot be a Muslim 
Endocrinology or a Muslim Astrophy-
sics. This leads to a crude fragmenta-
tion of a whole body of knowledge 
that cannot be justified by any means. 

What then is Islamic Science? Their 
thesis is that Islamic Science is neither 
a re-orientation of the western science 
nor its unmindful imitator. It has no 
entity of its own. You cannot sit down 
in a laboratory, dissect , and examine it 
under the microscope. Islamic Science 
is part and parcel of Islam as a way of 
life. It cannot be inculcated in isola-
tion from the mainstream of Islamic 
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intellectual and moral landscape. Isla-
mic Science is a sub-species of Islam 
( and not of Science) that generates a 
world-view in the overall frameowrk 
of Islamic values. Islamic Science, 
unlike other knowledge systems, is not 
the name of an ideology tltat is 
pampered by the high priest of the 
logos for the ultimate political and 
economic domination . Islamic Science 
offers a matrix in which the advance-
ment of discourse is contingent upon 
value structure of the Muslim society. 
There is no such thing as knowledge 
for the sake of knowledge. The con-
ceptualization, theoretical formulation, 
empirical verification, and final pack-
aging of knowledge takes place in a 
socio-cultural milieu and to hide it 
under the carpet is nothing short of 
dishonesty and hypocrisy. 

Islamic Science, therefore, is a 
world-view that is true to itself as well 
as to those who subscribe to it. It does 
not betray the user by its masked face, 
nor it makes false claims of its origin. 
There is no elevation of it to a level at 
par with the concept of the immacu-
late. It is an open-ended system, 
without a built-in experimental bias. It 
is not immune from the cutting edge 
of accountability. Islamic Science is 
characterized by self-regulation. What 
it entails is thait you do not put curbs 
on the diffusion of knowledge because 
scientific activity is regulated by an 
open debate on the issues related to 
means and ends. There is no secret, 
underground, ultra-sensitive R & D 
fad since the very conduct of scientific 
activity is motivated not by financial 
catches, group loyalties; and strategic 
interests but by the concerns for 
ultimate use of knowledge. 

The proponent of free thought and 
freedom of inquiry may be tempted .to 
label Islamic Science as some sort of 
censor. Nothing could be farther from 
the truth. The proponents of the free 
mind and the so-called basic research 
operate within the paradigms of west-
ern research and need only be re-
minded of the findings in the area of 
sociology of knowledge where person-
al bias of the investigator and the 
influence of cultural factors (including 
political and economic interests) have 
been shown to be the decisive factors 
in altering reality. What is objection-
able is not the pursuit of knowledge, 
but the artefacts that are invariably 
injected during the process of that 
pursuit and are later el~vat_ed to _the 
level of ultimate authontat1ve vo1_ce. 
The free mind flourishes where im-
munity from accountability is . not 
available to a select few' where diffu-
sion of knowledge is not graded by 
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political and economic interests. It is 
merely a folly to insist that western 
models of discourse offer any such 
provision for the flourishing of free 
minds. 

The shift from western science must, 
therefore, be in the favour of Islamic 
Science. It is day-dreaming that some 
epistemological tremor would correct 
the faults of western science. If the 
western knowledge system is unfit for 
human consumption then the fault 
must lie with its metaphysical founda-
tions and the socio-cultural environ-
ments in which that system is reared 
and perpetuated. The criticism of 
western science and technology must 
go beyond the valid epistemic critique. 
What lies ahead is the value analysis 
for it is a value system that acts as a 
powerful took for cultural and political 
change. 

It is argued that a shift towards 
Islamic Science is not to be equated to 
re-inventing the wheel. We need not 
emphasize that there is no subtle 
attempt or find print to undermine or 
sabotage the cumulative human labour 
in amassing the wisdom that has 
generated tools for human betterment 
as well as its understanding of natural 
phenomena. The shift must be addres-
sed towards a radical re-orientation of 
the norms and values under which 
knowledge is pursued and utilized. 

It is obvious that western science 
lacks such an infra-structure ( except 
for a few assorted attempts to infuse 
such a spirit: an example would be the 
self-imposed moratorium on recom-

binant DNA research but it was more 
for the want of precise information 
rather than a real value-motivated 
action; or the case of organizations 
such as Science in the Public Interest 
and the British Society for Social 
Responsibility in Science) whereas the 
history of the practice of Islamic 
Science bears witness that the self-
regulation, accountability, means and 
ends, and other norms are its time-
honoured aspects. 

These attributes of Islamic Science 
have their roots in the moral and 
ethical framework of Islam. There has 
been a steady evolution of thought on 
how the ethico-moral guidelines of 
Islam could be incorporated into shap-
ing the structure of Islamic Science. It 
was in 1981 that under the auspices of 
International Federation of Institutes 
for Advanced Study (IFIAS}, Sardar 
coordinated an international confer-
ence on a comparative study of science 
and values in Islamic and western 
societies. · The Stockholm Seminar 
identified at least ten Islamic concepts 
- namely tawhid (unity), _khilafah 
(trusteeship}, ibadah (worship), 1lm 
(knowledge), halal (praisew?~y), 
haram (blamesworthy}, ad/ (social JU~-
tice), zulm (tyranny), istislah (pu~lii 
interest), and dhiya (waste) - whic 
could be used to develop value para-
meters around science. "When trans-
lated into values, this system ~f Cl?:~ 
cepts embraces the nature of SClenU 
enquiry in its totality: it inte~ates 
facts and values and institutionalises 8 

system of knowing that is based on 
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with the science and technology they 
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change. 

B Isia!1lic values , a contemporary 
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:rw~d: the concepts tawhid, .khilafah 

d ibadah are the paradigms of 
:amic Science. These paradigms are 
the overall framework in which the 
advancement of knowledge ( ilm) is 
pursued for the promotion of public 
interest and social justice. All know-
ledge and man's inherent ability for its 
quest are to be regarded as tokens of 
truSteeship. The concept of ibadah 
bridges an important gap between the 
so-called profane and the sacred. By 
virtue of discharging the obligation for 
the pursuit of knowledge, ibadah is 
performed. Clear guidelines for such a 
pursuit are provided by the values 
embodied in the concepts of halal and 
haram. The pursuit of knowledge 
towards blamesworthy ends is not 
pe~tt~d, while knowledge aimed at 
public mterest is encouraged and re-
warded. 

It can be seen that the model of 
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